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Abstract
The southeast offshore Mie earthquake occurred on April 1, 2016 near the rupture area of the 1944 Tonankai earthquake, where seismicity around the interface of the Philippine Sea plate had been very low until this earthquake.
Since this earthquake occurred outside of seismic arrays, the focal mechanism and depth were not precisely constrained using a one-dimensional velocity model, as in a conventional approach. We conducted a moment tensor
inversion of this earthquake by using a three-dimensional velocity structure model. Before the analysis of observed
data, we investigated the effects of offshore heterogeneous structures such as the seawater, accretionary prism, and
subducting oceanic plate by using synthetic seismograms in a full three-dimensional model and simpler models. The
accretionary prism and subducting oceanic plate play important roles in the moment tensor inversion for offshore
earthquakes in the subduction zone. Particularly, the accretionary prism, which controls the excitation and propagation of long-period surface waves around the offshore region, provides better estimations of the centroid depths and
focal mechanisms of earthquakes around the Nankai subduction zone. The result of moment tensor inversion for the
2016 southeast offshore Mie earthquake revealed low-angle thrust faulting with a moment magnitude of 5.6. According to geophysical surveys in the Nankai Trough, our results suggest that the rupture of this earthquake occurred
on the interface of the Philippine Sea plate, rather than on a mega-splay fault. Detailed comparisons of first-motion
polarizations provided additional constraints of the rupture that occurred on the interface of the Philippine Sea plate.
Keywords: Focal mechanism, Moment tensor inversion, Nankai Trough, Accretionary prism, Philippine Sea plate,
Finite-difference method
Introduction
Along the Nankai Trough, Japan (Fig. 1), the Philippine Sea plate (PHS) is subducting beneath southwestern Japan at a rate of 2–6 cm per year (e.g., Heki and
Miyazaki 2001; Seno et al. 1993). The slip deficits due
to the PHS subduction have been widely detected (e.g.,
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Tennodai, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305‑0006, Japan

Yokota et al. 2016), which indicates that stress is being
accumulated in preparation for future large inter-plate
earthquakes. Recurrence intervals of large (M > 8) earthquakes around the Nankai Trough are approximately
100–150 years (e.g., Ando 1975). To investigate the
mechanism of large inter-plate earthquakes and construct tsunamigenic earthquake scenarios, simulations
including dynamic source ruptures have been extensively
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conducted (e.g., Hori et al. 2004; Hok et al. 2011; Hyodo
et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2016).
According to the unified hypocenter catalog of the
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and the International Seismological Centre-Global Earthquake Model
(ISC-GEM) catalog (Storchak et al. 2013), the seismicity of regular earthquakes in offshore regions of Shikoku, Kii, and Tokai has been quite low, especially on
the PHS interface. Oceanfloor observations in the
Tonankai region also could not detect earthquakes on
the PHS interface (Fig. 7 of Nakano et al. 2015). However, on April 1, 2016, a shallow moderate earthquake
suddenly occurred at the southeast offshore Mie prefecture, Kii Peninsula, Japan. The magnitude estimated
by the JMA is 6.5. The epicenter of this earthquake was
located near the rupture area of the 1944 Tonankai
(M7.9) earthquake (e.g., Kikuchi et al. 2003; yellow star
in Fig. 1 is the epicenter from the JMA catalog). Seismic
waves radiated from this earthquake were well recorded
by nationwide seismic networks of the high-sensitivity seismograph network (Hi-net) and the full-range
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seismograph network (F-net), which are operated by the
National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience, Japan (NIED; Okada et al. 2004). A small
tsunami caused by the seafloor deformation during this
moderate earthquake was also observed at seafloor sites
of the Dense Oceanfloor Network system for Earthquakes and Tsunamis (DONET; Kaneda et al. 2015;
Kawaguchi et al. 2015), which is collaboratively operated by NIED and the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth
Science and Technology (JAMSTEC). A slow-slip event
and episodic tremors near the trench were also detected
after this earthquake (Annoura et al. 2017; Araki et al.
2017). Hereafter, we call this earthquake the “SE offshore Mie earthquake.”
The focal mechanism and depth of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake may provide us with important
information on stress accumulation on the PHS interface
around the Tonankai region. By using observed waveforms, routine analyses of first-motion polarization and
moment tensor (MT) inversion with a conventional onedimensional (1D) Earth model were conducted. Around

Fig. 1 Map and focal mechanisms of target earthquakes. Gray squares and black triangles are Hi-net and F-net stations, respectively. Green
diamonds are station locations of DONET. The yellow star represents the epicenter of the 1944 Tonankai earthquake provided by the JMA catalog.
The blue shaded area represents the expected source region of the Tonankai earthquake (Earthquake Research Committee, Long-term evaluation
of earthquakes in the Nankai Trough, 2001, available at http://www.jishin.go.jp/main/chousa/01sep_nankai/index.htm). Arrows in the map indicate
the convergence rate of the PHS referred from Seno et al. (1993). Focal mechanisms of the 2016 southeast offshore Mie (M6.5) and central Tottori
(M6.6) earthquakes are from the F-net MT catalog. The red square represents the horizontal coverage of the model for the 3D FDM simulations
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the epicenter region, however, various three-dimensional
(3D) heterogeneities, such as the Philippine Sea plate,
bathymetry, accretionary prism (oceanic sediments),
and seawater, exist and these may affect the estimation
of source parameters. The Hi-net first-motion solution
of this earthquake using a 1D velocity model gave a normal-faulting mechanism at a depth of 18 km, but this is
an incorrect solution because of the misestimation of the
depth and takeoff angles due to the low-angle dipping
slab (Takemura et al. 2016).
The F-net MT solution using regional displacement
waveforms of this earthquake (red focal sphere in Fig. 1)
shows a reverse faulting mechanism with a dip angle
of 38° and a depth of 14 km, which is higher and shallower than solution from the global centroid moment
tensor (GCMT) catalog (Ekström et al. 2012). Both solutions are located below the PHS interface (~ 10 km; e.g.,
Hirose et al. 2008), suggesting that this earthquake was
intra-slab earthquake. On the other hand, the hypocenter depth of this earthquake by travel time analysis
of oceanfloor records (Wallace et al. 2016) was 11 km,
where the PHS interface or the mega-splay fault exists
(e.g., Park et al. 2002). The mega-splay fault is branching
fault that have the potential to cause large coseismic slip
(e.g., Fukao 1979). In evaluations of Green’s functions for
MT inversion using long-period (20–100 s) full displacement waveforms (e.g., Fukuyama et al. 1998; Kuge 2003;
Sokos and Zahradnik 2008; Tsuruoka et al. 2009), 1D
velocity structure models have been used rather than 3D
models. Some trial studies of MT inversion using landarea 3D and offshore two-dimensional (2D) heterogeneous models have been developed (e.g., Ramos-Martínez
and McMechan 2001; Okamoto 2002; Liu et al. 2004; Lee
et al. 2010; Hingee et al. 2011; Sugioka et al. 2012; Hejrani
et al. 2017). The results of these MT inversions generally
demonstrate good waveform fitting compared with traditional 1D MT inversions. Recent studies and observed
waveforms of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake
(Fig. 2) have demonstrated that heterogeneous structures around the offshore region, such as the accretionary
prism and seawater, significantly affect the propagation
and excitation of long-period (~ 20 s) surface waves (e.g.,
Shapiro et al. 2002; Furumura et al. 2008; Nakamura et al.
2015; Guo et al. 2016; Noguchi et al. 2016; Todoriki et al.
2017). Furthermore, since the accretionary prism and
subducting PHS are three-dimensionally complicated in
the Nankai subduction zone (Figs. 1 and 3), to achieve
precise MT inversion of offshore earthquakes in the subduction zone, 3D heterogeneities should be fully taken
into account in the model.
In this study, to obtain source parameters of the 2016
SE offshore Mie earthquake, we conduct MT inversion
of this earthquake using a 3D heterogeneous structure
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model. Before MT inversion with observed data, by
using synthetic long-period seismograms of an assumed
low-angle thrust earthquake at a depth near the PHS
interface, we investigate the effects of 3D heterogeneous structures on the MT inversion of shallow offshore
earthquake. We demonstrate that both the accretionary
prism and subducting PHS provide better estimations of
centroid depths and focal mechanisms of offshore earthquakes in the subduction zone. We then conduct an MT
inversion of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake using
Green’s functions derived from a full 3D model. We also
compare the spatial distribution of first-motion polarizations between observations and simulations using our
MT results. According to both the MT inversion and
first-motion analyses, we conclude that this earthquake is
thrust faulting occurred on the PHS interface, rather than
on the mega-splay fault.

Observed F‑net broadband records during the
2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake
We analyzed displacement waveforms of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake recorded at F-net stations, where
broadband velocity seismometers are installed at outcrop rock sites. First, we calculated spectra of observed
displacement waveforms during this earthquake. Displacement waveforms were obtained by integrating
trend-removed F-net velocity seismograms. We also calculated spectra for a typical M6.6 crustal earthquake that
occurred on October 21, 2016 in the central Tottori, Chugoku region (blue focal sphere in Fig. 1) as a reference.
Figure 2a shows the displacement spectra of the two
moderate earthquakes as a function of the period of seismic waves. Colored lines are spectra of displacement
waveforms observed at F-net station N.ABUF (see Fig. 1),
which is located approximately 180 km from both epicenters. Spectra of the crustal earthquake (lower panel)
show simple ω-squared type spectra. Spectral amplitudes increase with increasing periods from 0.2 to 5 s and
become almost constant for periods greater than 5 s. On
the other hand, displacement spectra for the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake (upper panel) show a clear spectral
peak around the periods of 10–20 s, which correspond to
the dominant period range of ground motions propagating through the accretionary prism in the Nankai subduction zone (e.g., Hayakawa et al. 2005; Furumura et al.
2008; Nakamura et al. 2015).
Such differences between crustal and offshore earthquakes were also found in displacement waveforms at
N.ABUF. Figure 2b–d shows observed displacement
waveforms recorded at N.ABUF for three period ranges
of 5–20, 20–100, and 30–100 s. Typical MT inversion of
moderate earthquakes is conducted in the period range
of 20–100 s. Strong long-period ground motions in large
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Fig. 2 Broadband F-net displacement records during the 2016 southeast offshore Mie earthquake. a Displacement spectra of the SE offshore Mie
earthquake (M6.5) and central Tottori earthquake (M6.6), which occurred within the crust. Locations of stations and the epicenter are shown in
Fig. 1. Displacement waveforms at F-net station N.ABUF for periods of b 30–100 s, c 20–100 s, and d 5–20 s. Red and blue lines are observed records
at N.ABUF during the SE offshore Mie and central Tottori earthquakes, respectively. RC, TC, and VC in (b)–(d) represent the radial, transverse, and
vertical components, respectively

sedimentary basins are frequently observed in the period
range of 5–20 s (e.g., Miyake and Koketsu 2005; Yoshimoto and Takemura 2014; Nakamura et al. 2015). In displacement waveforms of the central Tottori earthquake
(blue lines), simple pulse-like waveforms can be recognized, and these can be modeled by a simple 1D velocity model. On the other hand, displacement waveforms
of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake illustrated delays
and elongation of surface waves in the radial and vertical
components. Furthermore, even for the reverse faulting
mechanism, large amplitudes of the transverse component were observed. Such characteristics still appeared
in seismograms for the longest period (30–100 s) band.
These differences may be caused by differences in heterogeneous structures along the propagation paths. Simple 1D analysis revealed that almost energy of surface
waves for periods less than 30 s was trapped within the
sedimentary layer (layer with VS = 1.0 km/s in Additional

file 1: Figure S1), indicating that Love waves are strongly
influenced by detailed structures within the accretionary
prism. According to this simple 1D analysis, we selected
a period range of 30–100 s for the MT inversion of offshore moderate earthquakes, which is longer than corner
period of the 2016 SE offshore earthquake (Fig. 2a).

Method and models
Finite‑difference method simulation and moment tensor
inversion

Green’s functions were calculated via 3D finite-difference
method (FDM) simulations. The 3D model of the FDM
simulations covered a volume of 512 × 512 × 128 km3
(enclosed by the red square in Fig. 1), which was discretized with grid intervals of 0.2 km and 0.1 km in the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, and a
time step of 0.005 s. Technical details of the simulations
are described in Takemura et al. (2015a, 2016). 3D FDM
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Fig. 3 Assumed seismic velocity structure model in the 3D simulations. Upper panels show depth variations of the topography, bedrock, and
upper surface of the Philippine Sea slab (PHS). The dashed gray rectangle represents the horizontal coverage of the model for 3D simulations.
Assumed S-wave velocity structure along the X–Y profile is shown in the bottom subfigure. Blue and white areas represent seawater (VP = 1.5 km/s,
VS = 0.0 km/s, and ρ = 1.0 g/cm3) and air (VP = VS = 0.0 km/s and ρ = 0.001 g/cm3) columns, respectively

simulations were efficiently conducted via parallel FDM
code (after Furumura and Chen 2004) by using 256 nodes
(1024 cores) of the Earth Simulator at JAMSTEC. Each
simulation required 1.3 TB of computer memory and a
wall-elapse time of 1.5 h to evaluate seismic wave propagation for 300 s by 60,000 time step calculations.
Similar to the NIED F-net routine MT inversion (Fukuyama et al. 1998; Kubo et al. 2002), the epicenter location was fixed to one from the JMA unified catalog. This
assumed epicenter location is very close to that from a
travel time analysis using an oceanfloor network (Wallace
et al. 2016). Five element moment tensors (see M1 ~ M5
in Fig. 1 of Kikuchi and Kanamori 1991), except for the
isotropic one, were assumed at depths of 5, 8, 11, 14, 17,
20, and 23 km (yellow stars in Fig. 3). Moment tensor M
can be represented by a linear combination of element
moment tensors Mi and weight ai:

M=

5

i=1

ai Mi

(1)

The source time function was represented by a cosineshape function (Ji et al. 2003) with a duration of 1 s. By
using calculated Green’s functions of element moment
tensors (G) and observed data d, the least square solutions for weights of each element moment tensor (ai)
were obtained by using the following equation:


−1
A = GT G
GT d

(2)

The fit between observed and synthetic displacements
was evaluated by the variance reduction. Variance reductions were evaluated for the MT solution of each centroid
depth. The solution with the maximum variance reduction is the optimal solution. The variance reduction (V.R.)
can be calculated by the following equation:
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i
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Syn.

(t) and ui (t) are the observed and synthetic
where uObs.
i
displacement waveforms for periods of 30–100 s at ith
F-net stations, respectively. Note that if synthetic waveforms completely match the observed ones and noise signals are not considered, the V.R. becomes 100%.
Velocity structure models and Green’s functions

The 3D velocity structure model was constructed based
on the Japan Integrated Velocity Structure Model (JIVSM;
Koketsu et al. 2012), which has been widely used in many
seismological analyses around Japan (e.g., Koketsu et al.
2011; Maeda et al. 2014; Guo et al. 2016; Takemura et al.
2015b, c, 2017; Miyazawa 2016; Petukhin et al. 2016;
Todoriki et al. 2017), and a long-period ground motion
hazard map of Japan (http://www.jishin.go.jp/evaluation/seismic_hazard_map/lpshm/12_choshuki/).
The
PHS upper surface of the JIVSM is consistent with other
models (e.g., Hirose et al. 2008; Tsuji et al. 2014). The
assumed S-wave velocity structure along profile X–Y is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The JIVSM includes sedimentary layers (land-area sedimentary basin, oceanic sediments), the
crustal structure, and two subducting oceanic plates. The
seawater layer was modeled as an elastic medium with
VP of 1.5 km/s, VS of 0.0 km/s, and density ρ of 1.04 g/
cm3. The air column was modeled as a vacuum with VP
of 0.0 km/s, VS of 0.0 km/s, and ρ of 0.001 g/cm3, where
no seismic wave propagates and the zero stress condition
is implicitly satisfied. Depths of the JIVSM basement,
plate interface, and oceanic Moho beneath the epicenter
were approximately 7, 10, and 19 km, respectively. Due
to the minimum S-wave velocity (1 km/s) and grid interval (0.02 km), our FDM simulations using the JIVSM can
evaluate propagation of seismic waves for periods longer
than 1.4 s. The minimum period of FDM simulations is
much shorter than the period range of the MT inversion,
but we also discuss broadband seismic wave propagation
of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake, such as first-P
arrivals and strong long-period ground motions.
In order to investigate the effects of the seawater, accretionary prism, and subducting PHS on the MT inversion,
we prepared two other sets of Green’s functions derived
from two simpler models. One model was the F-net
1D velocity structure model (Kubo et al. 2002), which
has been used in F-net routine analyses. Green’s functions of the F-net 1D model were evaluated via a computer program for wave number integration provided by
Herrmann (2013), which can be conducted on desktop
personal computers. The other model was the JIVSM
without the accretionary prism and seawater layers. In
the accretionary prism and seawater layers of this model,
physical parameters were replaced with ones of the
upper crust and air columns, respectively. Since calculation costs of FDM simulations are controlled by the grid
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interval and minimum S-wave velocity, if we obtained
accurate source parameters by using this model, the calculation costs for evaluating the 3D Green’s functions
were significantly reduced compared to those for the
model with low-velocity (< 2 km/s) layers. Hereafter, we
call this model the “simplified JIVSM (sJIVSM).”
Figure 4 shows examples of three-component Green’s
functions for pure strike-slip (Mxy = 1.0) and dip slip
(Mzz = − Mxx = 1.0) sources. The components x, y, and
z correspond to the north, east, and down directions,
respectively (Aki and Richards 2002). Green’s functions
of the JIVSM (red lines) exhibited large-amplitude and
long-duration displacements due to the accretionary
prism, especially in the transverse component, although
no long-duration coda appeared in the ones of the other
two models. Differences of Green’s functions among the
models decreased with increases in the centroid depth.
To quantify the differences of Green’s functions
among the models, we calculated the variance reductions of 11-km depth Green’s functions for three model
pairs, namely F-net 1D model/sJIVSM (Fig. 5a), F-net
1D model/JIVSM (Fig. 5b), and sJIVSM/JIVSM (Fig. 5c).
Syn.
(t) and ui (t) in Eq. (3) are
In these experiments, uObs.
i
Green’s functions for periods of 30–100 s at F-net stations derived from each model pair. Variance reductions
of pure dip slip Green’s functions for each model pair
were evaluated at assumed Hi-net/F-net stations in the
model because F-net stations are too sparse to evaluate
this. Spatial distributions of variance reductions (Fig. 5)
showed laterally asymmetric patterns, which reflect complex effects of 3D heterogeneous structures in the model
(upper panels of Fig. 3).
Variance reductions between the F-net 1D model and
3D model (sJIVSM and JIVSM; Fig. 5a, b) were small
except for in the areas of Kii Peninsula and eastern Shikoku. Particularly, in Fig. 5a, effects of the 3D subducting
PHS clearly appeared. Smaller variance reductions were
found at both land and coastal areas of the eastern Shikoku and western Tokai regions, where the configuration
of the PHS is very complex (upper-right of Fig. 3). These
results suggest that numerical simulations using the
F-net 1D velocity structure cannot reproduce the seismic
wave propagation of offshore earthquakes even for longer
periods (30–100 s), especially in the transverse component, i.e., Love waves.
To visualize the effects of low-velocity layers (accretionary prism and seawater), we also calculated variance
reductions between sJIVSM and JIVSM (Fig. 5c). Variance reductions of the radial and vertical components for
the sJIVSM/JIVSM pair showed relatively higher values
compared to ones for the 1D/3D model pair (Figs. 5a,
b). Smaller variance reductions appeared around the
Shikoku and Tokai regions. Seismic waves observed
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Fig. 4 Depth variation of Green’s functions for pure strike- and pure dip slip moment tensors. Three-component displacement waveforms for the a
pure strike-slip (Mxy = 1.0) and b pure dip slip (Mzz = − Mxx = 1.0) sources. A band-pass filter with passed periods of 30–100 s was applied into each
trace recorded at F-net station N.ABUF. Red, blue, and black traces are Green’s functions derived from the JIVSM (Koketsu et al. 2012), sJIVSM (JIVSM
without an accretionary prism and seawater), and F-net 1D velocity structure model (Kubo et al. 2002), respectively

at regions with smaller variance reductions efficiently
propagated through the accretionary prism. Especially
in the transverse component, variance reduction was
significantly smaller than other two components. Generally, high sensitivities of Love waves appeared at shallow

depths compared to Rayleigh waves (e.g., Nishida et al.
2008). The shallower low-velocity structure within the
accretionary prism affects the excitation and propagation
features of Love waves toward these regions.
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Fig. 5 Spatial distribution of waveform differences among Green’s functions for three model pairs. Waveform differences were evaluated by the
variance reduction (V.R.) of Eq. (3). The assumed moment tensor is the pure dip slip (Mzz = − Mxx = 1.0) source at a depth of 11 km. A band-pass filter
with periods of 30–100 s was applied to each trace. Red enclosed symbols indicate F-net N.ABUF
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Effects of 3D heterogeneous structures on MT
inversion
Differences of Green’s functions are illustrated in
“Method and models” section. Next, we investigated
the effects of these differences on the MT inversion. By
using the JIVSM, we made synthetic waveforms of a test
earthquake, which was characterized by a pure doublecouple point source of thrust faulting at a depth of 11 km
(near the PHS interface) with strike angle of φS = 215◦ ,
dip angle of δ = 10°, rake angle of λ = 66°, and moment
magnitude of Mw = 5.7 (Mo = 4.9 × 1017 Nm). Target
waveforms, which were calculated by FDM simulations
of the test earthquake in the JIVSM, are illustrated by
black lines in Figs. 6 and 7. We conducted an MT inversion of this test earthquake by using Green’s functions
derived from the two simpler models (F-net 1D model
and sJIVSM) to demonstrate the effects of 3D heterogeneous structures on the MT analysis. In these analyses,
the traditional time shifting technique was not applied
(e.g., Zhu and Helmberger 1996). Noise signals were not
assumed in the following synthetic tests. In the case of
these MT inversions, uObs.
(t) in Eq. (3) is the synthetic
i
seismogram of the test earthquake in the JIVSM.
Figure 6 shows the results of the MT inversion for the
test earthquake using Green’s functions of the F-net 1D
model. Similar values of variance reductions are shown
in the right subfigure of Fig. 6. Estimated focal mechanisms, except for shallower (5 and 8 km) ones, were characterized by reverse faulting with a relatively higher dip
angle compared to the correct one (black focal sphere in
the right-bottom corner). The F-net MT solution for the
2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake was also characterized
by a high-angle reverse faulting mechanism (red focal
sphere in Fig. 1). According to our test and the F-net
solution for the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake, in
the case of the MT inversion for subduction zone earthquakes that occurred outside of seismic arrays, centroid
depths and dip angles were not well constrained by using
the 1D velocity model. Similar results were reported in a
study of MT inversion around the Australian region by
Hingee et al. (2011). Synthetic displacements of best-fit
MT results (red traces) could not explain the large amplitude of the transverse component and later phases of target waveforms (black traces).
Next, we conducted an MT inversion of the test
earthquake using Green’s functions of sJIVSM (Fig. 7).
By introducing the 3D topography/bathymetry, crust,
and PHS models, variance reduction using sJIVSM was
improved compared to that using the F-net 1D model.
The optimal MT result is characterized by low-angle
thrust faulting at a depth of 14 km, which was similar
mechanism but slightly deeper than the correct solution.
However, synthetic displacements of the best MT result
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(red traces) still could not explain the large amplitude
of the transverse component and later phases of target
waveforms (black traces). Furthermore, although variance reduction decreased at depths below oceanic Moho
of the PHS (19 km), similar values of variance reductions
appeared at depths above the oceanic Moho. This indicates that the centroid depth was not well constrained by
using the models without low-velocity layers.
According to the above two experiments, we clarified the effects of the accretionary prism, seawater, and
subducting PHS on the MT inversion. The 3D subducting PHS restricts the centroid depths to depths ranging above the oceanic Moho of the PHS, where a steep
velocity contrast exists. Large amplitudes of the transverse component and later phases of Rayleigh waves
are generated by the accretionary prism and seawater
just above the hypocenter. Recent studies from observations and simulations reported that oceanic Airy waves
with a group velocity of 1–1.5 km/s converted to crustal Rayleigh waves with a group velocity of 3.5 km/s
(e.g., Sugioka et al. 2012; Nakamura et al. 2015; Noguchi
et al. 2016; Todoriki et al. 2017). Slower propagations
of surface waves around the oceanic area may become
secondary later phases found in the radial and vertical
components (Fig. 2b). Since simpler models without lowvelocity layers could not explain the large amplitudes in
the transverse component, the accretionary prism made
a significant contribution to the excitation of Love waves
around the epicenter region. Thus, we conclude that to
obtain the precise depth and focal mechanism of offshore
earthquakes via MT inversion, a full 3D structure model
including the seawater, accretionary prism, and subducting PHS should be required.

MT inversion of the 2016 SE offshore Mie
earthquake
We conducted an MT inversion of the 2016 SE offshore
Mie earthquake using Green’s functions of 3D models.
Figure 8 shows the results of the MT inversion for the
2016 offshore Mie earthquake. The MT results derived
by using the sJIVSM and JIVSM are represented by red
and gray focal spheres, respectively. At depths greater
than 5 km, variance reductions of the JIVSM were higher
than the ones of the sJIVSM. The clear peak of the variance reductions of JIVSM appeared at a depth of 11 km,
although variance reductions of sJIVSM were similar
above the oceanic Moho. The slightly deeper centroid
depth of sJIVSM was similar to the MT inversion of synthetic waveforms (Fig. 7). Waveform fittings of the MT
results using sJIVSM were not so good, especially in large
amplitudes of the transverse component and later phases
of radial and vertical components (Additional file 1: Figure S2). According to previous experiments and these
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Fig. 6 MT inversion of the test earthquake using the F-net 1D velocity structure model. Depth variation of the variance reduction (V.R.) is shown
in the right subfigure. The number above each focal sphere is the estimated Mw at each depth. Black and red traces are the target and synthetic
displacement waveforms for periods of 30–100 s at 11 F-net stations, respectively. The focal sphere of the target earthquake is shown in the rightbottom corner of the right subfigure

features, we conclude that by introducing 3D structures
of the subducting PHS and low-velocity layers, the peak
structure of variance reductions can be clearly found at
depths ranging between the oceanic Moho (19 km) and
basement of the accretionary prism (7 km). The centroid
depth was constrained to 11 km, where the maximum
variance reduction appeared and the PHS interface exists.
Conventional 1D analysis by F-net and GCMT show solutions with different dip angle and centroid depth, respectively. Especially, the solution from the GCMT catalog
is similar mechanism but located at a depth of 18.8 km
near the oceanic Moho of the PHS, suggesting intra-slab
earthquake. A recent study also demonstrated that 1D
analysis of offshore earthquakes could not provide accurate constraints of the centroid depth even if azimuth
coverage of the stations was good (Kubota et al. 2017b).
To determine the focal mechanism and depth of earthquakes occurred in complex subduction zones, a local

3D heterogeneous structure model should be required.
Waveform fittings of the solution with maximum variance reduction (depth of 11 km) are also improved by
introducing low-velocity layers, especially the accretionary prism, which contributes to the excitation of largeamplitude Love waves in the transverse component. We
also conducted the MT inversion by using Green’s functions of 11-km source grids with ± 0.1° from the assumed
epicenter (Additional file 1: Figure S3). Since similar focal
spheres and variance reductions appeared at the north
and northeast source grids, the detailed centroid location
of this earthquake could be located at the region enclosed
by source grids with high variance reductions.
Our MT solution of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake is estimated at a depth of 11 km and focal mechanism is characterized by a faulting with (strike, dip,
rake) = (250°, 20°, 110°) or (49°, 71°, 83°) and a moment
magnitude of Mw 5.6 (Mo = 3.55 × 1017 Nm). A low-angle
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Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 6 but for the MT inversion of the test earthquake using the sJIVSM

(δ = 20°) thrust faulting mechanism was obtained at the
depth near the PHS interface. This suggests that the 2016
SE offshore Mie earthquake can be interpreted as a faulting on the PHS interface. Synthetic displacements of the
MT solution successfully explained not only the large
amplitudes of the transverse component, but also the
later phases in the radial and vertical components. The
good fitness of synthetic displacements indicates that the
long-period surface waves of offshore earthquakes are
excited by the accretionary prism just above the hypocenter. In the MT inversion of offshore earthquakes,
the accretionary prism plays important roles, providing
depth constraints and long-period surface wave excitation. Large-amplitude Love waves in the transverse component are strongly excited by the accretionary prism.
While the estimated moment magnitude (Mw 5.6) was
smaller than JMA-scale magnitude (M6.5), this discrepancy can be explained by developments of crustal guided
waves and surface waves during shallow earthquakes
(e.g., Furumura and Kennett 2001).

To check the estimation error of the focal mechanism
of our MT results, we evaluated the variance reductions
of F-net displacement waveforms between observations
and simulations of a double-couple point source with a
fixed seismic moment and centroid depth but changing strike, dip, and rake angles (Fig. 9). Clear trade-offs
between the strike and rake angles appeared, as shown in
the upper panel of Fig. 9. Large values of variance reduction (V.R. > 76%) only appeared in the region with dip
angles of 17°–32° and 60°–75° (the lower panel of Fig. 9).
The latter one corresponds to the local maximum related
with the other nodal plane of the best solution (49°, 71°,
83°). Thus, the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake was
characterized by a low-angle thrust faulting mechanism.

Discussion
Interpretation of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake

The MT solution of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake
was estimated at a depth of 11 km, which is very close to
the PHS interface, and the event was characterized by a
low-angle (δ = 20°) thrust earthquake with Mw 5.6. Tsuji
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Fig. 8 Results for the MT inversion of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake using the JIVSM. Black and red traces are the observed and synthetic
displacement waveforms for periods of 30–100 s at 11 F-net stations, respectively. Stations used in the moment tensor inversion are shown in
the right-bottom subfigure. Gray focal spheres in the right subfigure are the MT results at each depth using sJIVSM. The number above each focal
sphere is the estimated Mw at each depth. Detailed parameter information for the optimal moment tensor using JIVSM is given in Table 1

Table 1 Detailed parameter information for the optimal moment tensor of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake. The
moment tensor is described in the GCMT format
Lon. (°)

Lat. (°)

Depth (km)

Mrr

Mθ θ

Mφφ

Mrθ

Mrφ

Mθ φ

Exp.

136.38

33.32

11

1.5086

1.4495

-0.0591

2.0573

1.7286

1.7812

24

et al. (2014) investigated detailed structures of the fault
systems of the Nankai subduction zone from waveform
tomography and reflection surveys along a temporal linear ocean bottom seismometer array, which crosses near
the epicenter region of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake. According to their results and our MT solution,
the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake can be interpreted
as a faulting on the PHS interface (10–11 km depths),
rather than on a mega-splay fault (8–9 km depths).
To provide additional constraints of the centroid
depth of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake, we

compared the spatial distributions of simulated and
observed first-motion polarizations at Hi-net/F-net and
DONET stations. Figure 10 shows the distributions of
first-motion polarizations from the observations and
simulations of the MT results at depths of 8, 11, and
14 km. Stations with incorrect polarity are enhanced by
purple circles. The MT solutions for the two shallower
depths (8 and 11 km) correspond to ruptures occurring
on the mega-splay fault and PHS interface, respectively.
The optimal MT result at a depth of 11 km well reproduces the observed first-motion polarizations except
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of P waves was found in the MT solution with 14 km
depth (blue line in Additional file 1: Figure S4c).
Seismicity around the Tonankai Region

Fig. 9 Distribution of the variance reduction (V.R.) in the strike-rake
(φS–λ) and strike-dip (φS–δ) planes. Variance reductions were evaluated by using observed and synthetic F-net displacement waveforms
for periods of 30–100 s. Synthetic waveforms were calculated for
various focal mechanisms with a fixed centroid depth and seismic
moment. White stars indicate the best-fit double-couple model of
our MT results for the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake

for three DONET stations just above the hypocenter
(lower-left subfigure of Fig. 10). If we employ the MT
solution near the mega-splay fault (8 km), discrepancies
of first-motion polarizations appear at land-area stations (upper-right subfigure of Fig. 10). The MT solution
with a 14 km depth, which also shows higher variance
reduction (77%) and suggests an intra-slab earthquake,
has discrepancies at not only the stations just above the
hypocenter, but also those relatively far away (lowerright subfigure of Fig. 10). The number of stations with
an incorrect polarity was the smallest for the MT solution with 11 km depth.
According to the MT inversion and first-motion analysis using a local 3D velocity structure model, we confirmed that the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake was
characterized by a low-angle thrust earthquake occurred
at a depth of 11 km, near the PHS interface. Simulated
vertical P waveforms using our MT solution agreed well
with the observations (Additional file 1: Figure S4b).
The MT result of 14 km depth reproduced both apparent velocities and first-motion polarizations along profile
A–B only (Additional file 1: Figure S4c). A crustal phase

Figure 11 shows our MT results and the hypocenter distributions around the epicenter region from catalogs of
JMA and Wallace et al. (2016). Wallace et al. (2016) analyzed the earthquakes occurred on April 1–2, 2016 by
using continuous DONET records. They also suggested
that the rupture of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake
and subsequent aftershocks occurred on the PHS interface. Spatial patterns of first-motion polarizations and
traveltimes during an aftershock (Additional file 1: Figure S5), which were similar to the 2016 SE offshore Mie
earthquake, support their interpretation for aftershocks.
The earthquakes occurred after the 2016 SE offshore Mie
earthquake may have similar hypocenter depths and focal
mechanisms.
In the Nankai subduction zone, the blue shaded area
in Fig. 11 has accumulated a slip deficit of approximately
3–4 cm per year (e.g., Yokota et al. 2016). However, regular earthquakes near the PHS interface were not listed in
the JMA catalog (circles in Fig. 11). Hypocenter determination for the 2011–2013 earthquakes using both
DONET and land-area seismic observations and a 3D
velocity structure model also detected no inter-plate
earthquakes near the rupture area of the 1944 Tonankai earthquake (Figs. 7 and 11 of Nakano et al. 2015).
Thus, a large amount of slip deficit, which may cause
large tsunamigenic earthquakes, is expected around the
region. The sudden sequence of thrust faulting earthquakes including the 2016 offshore Mie earthquake was
concentrated in a narrow region, which is located at the
shallower edge of the rupture area of the 1944 and the
expected Tonankai earthquake (blue shaded area in the
upper-right subfigure). Recent studies reported migration of regular earthquakes toward the hypocenter of
large earthquakes in the subduction zones (e.g., Kato
et al. 2012, 2016; Kubota et al. 2017a). Kato et al. (2012)
interpreted the inter-plate foreshock migration before
the 2011 Tohoku earthquake as propagation of slow slip.
A slow slip event and episodic tremors near the trench
were also detected after the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake (Annoura et al. 2017; Araki et al. 2017).
To discuss relations between regular earthquakes
and slow slip, precise estimations of earthquake source
parameters, especially the dip angle and depth, are
important. Conventional analysis using a 1D model provided an incorrect depth and focal mechanism of the MT
solution (this study) and first-motion solution (Takemura
et al. 2016) for the shallow offshore earthquakes, suggesting intra-slab earthquake. Analyses and developments of
methods including full 3D models, which can determine
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Fig. 10 Distribution of first-motion polarizations from observations and MT results. First-motion polarization is shown as black (up) and white
(down) circles. Dashed lines are the isodistance lines with an interval of 50 km from the epicenter. Stations, which show different polarity compared
to observations, are enhanced by purple circles

earthquakes occurred on the plate interface or within the
plate, are important.
Broadband seismic wave propagation during the 2016
offshore Mie earthquake

Figure 12 shows the three-component filtered velocity
seismograms for periods of 5–100 s at F-net stations; this
is a broader period range compared to our MT analysis,
and it includes dominant periods of strong long-period
ground motions within the large sedimentary basins
(e.g., Miyake and Koketsu 2005; Furumura et al. 2008;
Yoshimoto and Takemura 2014; Yoshimoto et al. 2016).
In the radial and vertical components, synthetic waveforms correspond to the observed ones. Amplitudes

and group velocity of the crustal Rayleigh waves were
roughly reproduced by the simulations of our MT solution in the JIVSM. However, the simulated waveforms
of the transverse component (Love waves) did not successfully correspond to the observed ones. High sensitivities of Love waves for periods less than 20 s appeared
at shallower (< 10 km) depths (e.g., Fig. 12 of Nishida
et al. 2008). Eigenfunctions of Love waves for period
less than 30 s were trapped within the accretionary
prism (Additional file 1: Figure S1). Thus, the waveform
comparisons (Fig. 12) suggest that shallower structures
within the JIVSM accretionary prism are insufficient to
reproduce the observed propagations of seismic waves
for periods less than 30 s. Guo et al. (2016) numerically
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Fig. 11 Seismic activity in the SE offshore Mie region. Circles are referred from the JMA unified catalog. Diamonds and stars are earthquakes that
occurred on 1–2 April around the epicenter region, and these were determined via traveltime analysis by Wallace et al. (2016). Diamonds and stars
denote earthquakes before and after the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake, respectively. The color of each symbol represents the hypocenter depth
of each event. The plotted focal sphere represents our MT result of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake. Isodepth lines of the upper surface of the
Philippine Sea plate are shown at 10-km intervals (Baba et al. 2002; Hirose et al. 2008). The blue shaded area in the upper-right subfigure represents
the expected source region of the Tonankai earthquake

demonstrated the influence of shallower S-wave structures within the accretionary prism on evaluations of
strong long-period ground motions. To achieve more
practical evaluations of strong and long-period ground
motions for future large earthquakes, S-wave velocity
structures within the accretionary prism should be further improved. Such improved information would also
enable us to conduct MT inversions using seismograms
with shorter-period components for not only moderateto-large but also small (M > 4) earthquakes.

Conclusions
We conducted a 3D MT inversion of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake, which occurred near the source
region of the 1944 Tonankai earthquake (M7.9), by using

long-period (30–100 s) displacement seismograms of
regional seismic networks. By using synthetic seismograms in a full 3D model, we demonstrated the effects
of offshore heterogeneities, such as the subducting oceanic plate and low-velocity layers (accretionary prism
and seawater), on the MT inversion of offshore earthquakes in subduction zones. If simpler models without
the subducting oceanic plate or low-velocity layers were
employed, the centroid depth and focal mechanism were
not well estimated. Similar values of variance reductions appeared irrespective of depths. Particularly, conventional 1D analysis provided a solution with a higher
dipping angle compared to the assumed one. Thus, the
use of a full 3D model including such heterogeneities as
described above is necessary to provide depth and dip
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Fig. 12 Comparison of three-component velocity seismograms for periods of 5–100 s. Black and red traces are the observed and synthetic velocity
waveforms at F-net stations, respectively

angle constraints for offshore earthquakes in the subduction zone. Excitations and propagations of surface waves
are mostly controlled by low-velocity layers just above
the hypocenter even for long periods (30–100 s). Particularly, to achieve better fitting of observed long-period
displacement waveforms, the accretionary prism should
be taken into account in the model.
According to the MT inversion using observed longperiod displacements, the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake was characterized by a low-angle thrust faulting
mechanism at a depth of 11 km, while the F-net MT solution of this earthquake showed a reverse faulting mechanism with a dip angle of 38° and a depth of 14 km. Our
result has a similar focal mechanism but shallower depth
compared to the ones from the global catalog. By comparisons with seismic surveys in the Tonankai region, this
earthquake could be interpreted as a rupture on the PHS
interface, rather than on a mega-splay fault. First-motion
analysis using a local 3D velocity structure model provided additional constraints of the centroid depth, and

results suggest that the rupture of the 2016 SE offshore
Mie earthquake occurred on the PHS interface. Simulations of strong long-period ground motions using our
MT solution for periods below 5 s practically reproduced
the observed waveforms.
DONET, which provides ocean area seismic observation records, has been in operation since 2010 and
observation data are still limited compared to the landarea networks Hi-net and F-net. Our knowledge of the
characteristics of ocean bottom seismograms is also still
limited, although a few pioneering studies have been conducted (e.g., Nakamura et al. 2015; Dhakal et al. 2016).
Our experiments demonstrated that MT inversion using
a 3D model can provide precise estimation of the focal
mechanisms and depths of offshore earthquakes even if
land-area observation data are only available. However,
the computational costs of evaluations of 3D Green’s
functions for large number source grids are still expensive even if we employ longer grid intervals for evaluating long-period (> 10 s) displacements only. To achieve
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practical 3D monitoring of offshore earthquakes, which
include shallow very low-frequency events near the
trench, more sophisticated methods, e.g., reciprocal calculations (e.g., Okamoto 2002; Petukhin et al. 2016; Hejrani et al. 2017; Maeda et al. 2017), will be useful. Due
to reduction of computational costs via reciprocal calculation, Green’s functions could be pre-calculated at
the many assumed source grids. Pre-calculated catalogs
of Green’s functions would allow us to conduct practical MT inversions of many earthquakes, finite source
modeling, and high-frequency waveform modeling (e.g.,
Graves and Wald 2001; Furumura and Kennett 2005;
Petukhin et al. 2016; Hejrani et al. 2017). These technical
developments will also provide opportunities for model
improvements of the subsurface structure for precise
ground motion evaluations.

Additional files
Additional file 1: Figure S1. shows the results of 1D analysis for effects
of accretionary prism on Love wave propagation.Waveform fittings of MT
result of the 2016 SE offshore Mie earthquake using sJIVSM are illustrated
in Figure S2. FigureS3 shows estimated focal mechanism via additional
MT inversions using the JIVSM with ± 0.1°source grids. Figure S4 iscomparison of P wave propagation between observation and simulations.
Figure S5 is traveltimes and polarizations offirst-arrival P waves of M3
aftershock.
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